One integrated platform
for fleet management
and driver compliance
Geotab Connected by Mack — Integrated with factory hardware for
fleet management and ELD. No installation or hardware required.
Future-proof your telematics
Geotab Connected by Mack is an expandable open platform for telematics with factory hardware on Mack® trucks
offering you fleet management services, ELD (Electronic Logging Device) and driver compliance. You can generate
activity reports, delivery schedules, GPS tracking, monitor driver behavior and more to reduce fleet costs, increase
productivity and efficiency. Collect and monitor high-quality data from Mack trucks*, all with end-to-end protection on
one consolidated platform, MyGeotab.

ELD and driver compliance

Geotab Drive is an ELD app that comes integrated
with this solution. You can streamline HOS (Hours
of Service), DVIR (Driver Vehicle Inspection Reporting),
IFTA Reporting (State miles) and driver identification,
saving time and money. Drivers can record the
HOS status and complete vehicle inspections from
their own smartphone or tablet devices. Stay up-todate on fleet compliance with real-time access to
information in MyGeotab (including violation alerts,
detailed reports on driver logs, remaining hours and
much more).

To know more, email
mack@geotab.com

Productivity
+ Reduce setup time and costs.
No hardware installation required

Optimization
+ Track arrival and departure times
with delivery reports
+ Better fuel usage tracking,
fuel efficiency and
preventive maintenance

Safety
+ Improve driver behavior,
identification and
driver communication

Compliance
+ Simplify compliance, increase
fleet productivity and efficiency

Sustainability
+ Increase vehicle uptime with
engine fault reporting for
proactive vehicle maintenance

Expandability
+ Expand your solution with
access to Geotab Marketplace
for your evolving business needs
+ Geotab Drive app compatible
with off-the-shelf Android and
iOS devices

Subscribe to fleet management capability with Mack Pro plan#
by contacting your reseller.
Geotab is advancing security, connecting commercial vehicles to the internet and providing web-based analytics to help
customers better manage their fleets. Geotab’s open platform and Marketplace, offering hundreds of third-party solution
options, allows both small and large businesses to automate operations by integrating vehicle data with other data
assets. As an IoT hub, the in-vehicle device provides additional functionality through IOX Add-Ons. Processing billions of
data points a day, Geotab leverages data analytics and machine learning to help customers improve productivity, optimize
fleets through the reduction of fuel consumption, enhance driver safety, and achieve strong compliance to regulatory
changes. Geotab’s products are represented and sold worldwide through authorized Geotab Resellers
#Activate data services and ELD with Mack Pro plan.
*All 2015 and newer models equipped with Mack GuardDog® Connect are compatible once validated by Mack.
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